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External Antenna Jack on Sangean ATS-909

The Sangean ATS-909 is a great little
radio. Contrary to popular opinion,
connecting an external antenna to the

ATS-909 external antenna jack using a mono
(not stereo) 1/8" plug DOES disconnect the
internal ferrite antenna. The antenna jack is a
"stereo" or "tip -ring -sleeve" style 1/8" jack,
and when the ring is grounded (as occurs when
a MONO 1/8" plug is inserted into the jack)
the internal ferrite rod antenna is discon-
nected.

If a stereo 1/8" jack is used, connect the

hot external antenna lead to the tip of the
plug, and the ground lead from the antenna to
the sleeve. Then connect a SPST switch be-
tween the ring and sleeve (ground). This al-
lows one to leave the external antenna always
plugged in.

For MW and LW, open the switch if you
want to use the internal antenna. Close the
switch if you want the external antenna to be
used for MW and LW. If you always want to
use the internal antenna for MW/LW and the
external antenna for SW, use a tip -ring -sleeve

(stereo) 1/8" plug as mentioned earlier and
leave out the switch. Pretty cool!

If you always want to use the external
antenna for all bands (LW/MW/SW) then use
a tip -sleeve (mono) 1/8" plug with the hot
antenna lead wired to the tip and the ground
lead from the antenna wired to the sleeve.
(This is the way that the supplied ANT -60
portable shortwave reel antenna is wired.)
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Interference Filter for Medium Wave DXers
This simple circuit can be used along
with your medium wave radio receiver
to suppress strong interference signal

from nearby transmitters at your location.
Some of you experience signal interference
from a nearby mediumwave transmitter, which
is not only received on the dial, but also at
various points all over the dial, ruining weak
signals from distant stations (DX stations).

This simple filter, made around just two
components (LI and vcl),can be placed in
between receiver and your medium wave
aerial. It will severely attenuate the strength
of the local station, which may stop it over-

loading the front end of the receiver.
This filter simply consists of a tuned

circuit (LI and vc1), adjusted to coincide with
the frequency of the stronger station. This
filter provides a sharp response, as tested
with my Sony ICF7600D General Coverage
Receiver. The coil LI is an easily available
medium wave oscillator coil or antenna coil.
You can find a suitable coil from any old MW
receiver.
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